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Chronicle of a Death Foretold

Whether you bought into him as an artist or not, there was something arresting if not strangely poignant 
about the death of Dash Snow this past July. Maybe because it felt like the delayed, startlingly apposite 
coda to the end of an era, or maybe because it so symmetrically conformed to expectations that its utter, 
cliché predictability became somehow moving. Dash Snow assuaged a very specific and transparent need 
in contemporary art. It was questionable whether or not the work he produced, so to speak, had any value 
in itself at all, or if it had value only in relation to Snow himself, or rather, to the myth of Snow.  Furthering 
his mythological status was the “crew” that Snow associated with, and that art institutions so loved to 
contextualize him in.  The most explicit annunciation of which is in the forthcoming exhibition at MACRO 
Future in Rome, “New York Minute,” which will be Snow’s first posthumous exhibition.
It goes without saying that this aforementioned role was romantic, but how or why was it romantic? One 
need only turn to the market for that answer. For while the market boom was in swing, Snow willingly 
participated in a somewhat complex nexus of serviceability: a kind of sacrificial lamb, he represented the 
romantic, ungovernable force that supposedly transcends market pressures and interests, and thereby proved 
that contemporary art, as a whole and still “despite it all,” retained some sense of purity and integrity. 
At the heights of market frenzy, the need for the token insouciant, auto-decimating and ungovernable artist 
was proportionately necessary. This force, this raw kernel of artistic quiddity capable of not only resisting, but 
eluding the all-corrupting taint of the market, supposedly contradicted and even miraculously counteracted 
the reality of an absolutely market-driven art world. Valorizing, say, a Murakami or a Koons with one hand, 
the market could contritely point with the other at the likes of Snow, as if his onanistic riotousness legitimized 
an otherwise almost exclusively commercial activity. (That his practice should be onanistic could hardly be 
more appropriate: the majority of Snow’s works consisted of him masturbating on printed media, such as 
newspaper articles. Onanism symbolically demonstrated his profligacy, i.e., abundantly spilling his seed as 
opposed to fertilely investing it into productive work.) 
Was Snow, then, a martyr? (And to what cause?) Scion of de Menil art nobility, he was far too informed, and 
therefore, inevitably too complicit in his own instrumentalization to achieve any such status. But the real 
question, the one nobody really wants to ask because not only would it require the shedding of certain black-
and-white terms, but also because it has no easy answer, is where does complicity begin and end here? Was it 
only the market that needed Snow, or the likes of Snow? Who else benefits by the continued circulation and 
exploitation of these myths? One could say not Dash Snow, for he is dead—but then again, no one is ever as 
talented and full of potential as those who die young. (Chris Sharp)

http:/ nym.departfoundation.com
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Exhibition Design 
Gets an Education

With The Power of Display published by the MIT 
Press in 1998, Mary Anne Staniszewski outlined 
a history of curatorship, describing it through 
the evolution of installation design at New York’s 
MoMA. The book, which today is nowhere to 
be found, underlined for the first time that, if 
architecture in exhibitions stems from the curatorial 
concept, said concept materializes only in its 
transposition in space. The course in Exhibition 
Design and Curatorial Practice at the Staatliche 
Hochschule für Gestaltung in Karlsruhe focuses 
precisely upon the mutual influence between 
curatorship and exhibition installation, promoting a 
constructive dialogue among architects, designers, 
curators, art professors and artists. Such a cross-
discipline approach supplies students with the 
necessary tools to engage with spatial issues linked 
to the act of exhibiting and, therefore, deals with 
installation in a holistic sense. The program is 
completed by collaborations with ZKM in Karlsruhe 
and a department review, Displayer, documenting 
the cycle of lectures and workshops promoted by the 
course “chairman,” Wilfried Kühn, one of the three 
brains behind the Berlin studio, Kühn Malvezzi. 
(Michele D’Aurizio)

www.hfg-karlsruhe.de
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Liam Gillick: At Home Abroad

After participating in the Venice Biennale where, 
despite being born in the UK and currently living 
in London and New York, Liam Gillick represented 
Germany, his adoptive country in terms of artistic 
production (the big and beautiful installation for 
the pavilion was realized by Berlin’s mixedmedia 
studio), Liam Gillick is now busy with a double 
commitment. The first of which is at the Museum 
of Contemporary Art, Chicago, where two 
exhibitions will open almost simultaneously: his 
itinerant retrospective, “Three Perspectives and a 
Short Scenario”—which arrives in Chicago after 
last year’s string of hangings at the Witte de With 
in Rotterdam, Zürich’s Kunsthalle and Munich’s 
Kunstverein—and a new project with the artist 
acting as curator of the museum’s collection, of 
which he shows a small selection of historical 
references to complete the retrospective. The first 
exhibition (open from 10 October 2009 to 10 
January 2010) offers an incredibly accurate and 
exhaustive overview of Gillick’s nearly twenty years 
of activity, crowned by a focus on his design and 
published works and by a film documenting projects 
from the entirety of his career. The intervention of 
the collection (which opens to the public a week 
later), not only offers an interesting historical 
contextualization of his work, but also reveals 
the artist’s interest in museum collections as a 
format and as a supposedly objective container of 
critical and aesthetical choices that are necessarily 
subjective. (Cristina Travaglini)

www.labiennale.org
www.deutscher-pavillon.org
www.mcachicago.org
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